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A Note About Safety: 

The activities in this book are intended to be done under adult supervision. Appropriate and reasonable caution is required at all times. 
Beware when using all materials and tools suggested in this book, including but not limited to scissors, hot glue or objects that could 
pose a choking hazard. Observe safety and caution at all times. The authors of this book disclaim all liability for any damage, mishap or 
injury that may occur from engaging in activities in this book.

Copyright:

Text and photographs copyright by their respective authors. Namely: Amanda Boyarshinov, Amber Mathison, Christy McGuire, Clarissa 
Hooper, Devany LeDrew, Karen Haynes, Katie T. Christiansen, Kim Staten, Kristina Couturier, Lisette Thompson, Nicolette Roux and
Sheryl Cooper.

All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including 
photocopying, recording, or by any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in writing from the publisher and 
authors.

First Edition | 2017
www.PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com

Disclaimer:

The authors of this book are not affiliated with any of the products used or displayed for crafts, activities and ideas. 
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Introduction
From mastering the letters of the alphabet to fine motor play, preschoolers are constantly learning about their world 
through hands-on activities. This book will provide lesson plans and hands-on activities centered around a specific theme. 
These are called thematic lesson plans. 

Whether you are a parent, care-giver, or teacher, this book is easy to use. It is a guide to learning with a focus on 
interactive experiences.  Each activity contains a learning objective, material list, and step by step directions.

How to Use This Book
First, page through the lesson plans to get a quick overview of the activities. Decide which activities would best fit the 
age and needs of the children in your care. Sort the activities into different days. It is recommended to read each book in 
the unit every day, but you may plan to focus and go more in depth on one book each day. When making your learning 
plan, consider alternating active activities with quiet activities to provide preschoolers with the opportunity to balance out 
the learning day. Add in open ended indoor and outdoor playtime activities. Use the list on the following pages for ideas. 
Thoughtful planning and interactive activities can make a learning day more enjoyable.

Gather the materials needed for each activity selected. Organizing  materials ahead of time will allow you to focus on the 
play and learning without interruptions. Collect the books needed from the library, your own bookshelves, or purchase from 
a book store. Place the books and materials in large bags, containers, or a designated area. If you have toys or dress up 
items related to the theme set them in a basket and place them in the pretend play area for children to explore.

Finally, do the selected activities with the children. If the learning activity is too difficult or too easy, look for activity 
extensions and ideas for how to modify the activity to provide more support or to extend the learning. Feel free to make 
your own modifications to the activities as you know the children best. Most activities will take anywhere between 15 and 
30 minutes to complete. Take the behavior cues from the children to assess if they are ready to move on or would like 
more time.

Indoor Playtime Activity Ideas
• Beach ball and laundry basket basketball
• Cars in cardboard box tunnels
• Painting and coloring
• Making music with instruments
• Pretending with dolls
• Playing dress up
• Puzzles and board games

Outdoor Playtime Activities
• Sidewalk chalk
• Tossing and catching balls
• Three-wheel riding toys
• Scooping and pouring in the sandbox
• Water exploration with cups
• Swinging and sliding

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Fall

Concepts:
Leaves, apples, pumpkins

Recommended Reading:
Why Do Leaves Change Color? by Betsy Maestro

Leaf Man by Lois Ehlert
The Little Red Hen (many print versions available)

Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a Garden by George Levenson
Apple Picking Day! By Candice Ransom

Recommended Songs:
Tony Chestnut by The Learning Station

Way Up High in an Apple Tree by The Learning Station
 5 Little Pumpkins Sitting on a Gate

Autumn Leaves are Falling Down
I’m a Nut

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Activities at a glance:

Literacy:
L is for Leaf 

Pumpkin Life Cycle
Leafy Names

Fall Words Bingo

Math:
Graphing Numbers

Apple Seed Stamping
Oatmeal Writing Tray

Leaf Patterns

Science:
Color Changing Leaves

Baking Bread
Apple Boats

Art:
Chicken Scratch Painting

Apple Prints
Parts of an Apple Paper Plate Craft

Social Studies:
Leaf Self-Portrait

Fine Motor:
Transferring and Counting Pumpkins

Apple Seeds Fine Motor Tray

Sensory:
Pumpkin Harvest

Applesauce Oobleck

Gross Motor:
Pumpkin Hop

Music:
Painting to the Sounds of Fall

Circle Time:
Pass the Pumpkin

Sorting and Graphing Leaves
ABC Fall Leaf Game

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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L is for Leaf

Skills targeted: 
Letter names and sounds

How to: 
Leaves are VERY important to trees as learned about in the 
book Why Do Leaves Change Color. Let children explore 
their natural work with a short nature hike while learning 
about the letter L. Focus on words that begin with the /l/ 
sound: look, listen, and leaves. Complete the walk with a 
letter L is for Leaf craft.

“Today we are going on a leaf walk. The letter l makes the 
/l/ sound. During our walk, we are going to think about 
three words that begin with the letter L: look, listen, and 
leaves.”

Remind children of the outdoor rules then begin the nature 
walk. Encourage children to look at leaves in the trees and 
on the ground. Talk about the colors, shapes, and sizes.

Guiding Questions:
What colors do you see? 
Does anyone remember why leaves change colors?

Have each child select five or more leaves on the ground to 
bring inside for a letter L project.
Then, stand quietly for a moment and listen to the leaves. 
If it is a windy day, the children may hear the rustle of the 
leaves. As they walk silently back inside, they may hear the 
crunch of the leaves underneath their shoes.

When back inside, provide each child with a large paper 
letter L. Have them glue their selected leaves onto the 

Book based on: 
Why do Leaves Change Color?

Materials: 
• Construction paper L
• Glue
• Leaves

letter. As the children glue each leaf of the letter L, ask 
them to practice making the sound /l/.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
What words begin with the letter L? Use a large piece of 
paper and record all the L words children can think of in a 
list. Draw a quick picture next to the word so that children 
can practice reading and writing ‘l’ words. Read the words 
together after the list is complete. Place this chart near the 
writing center.

Adapt:  
Collect items around the room that begin with the letter L 
such as the lamp from a dollhouse. Place these items into 
a bucket or basket. Make a label for the basket with the 
capital and lowercase L, l. 

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Skills targeted: 
Sequencing

Book based on: 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a 
Garden

Materials: 
• A pumpkin
• 3x5 notecards
• Markers
• Pocket chart 

How to: 
It’s pumpkin time! Connect literacy and science with this 
interactive story book reading of Pumpkin Circle: The Story 
of a Garden.

Have children sit in a circle. Pass the pumpkin and ask 
children to say one thing they know about pumpkins as they 
hold the pumpkin. Encourage them to share something that 
has not been said before.

Show the cover of the book Pumpkin Circle. Explain that this 
book is going to tell the story about how the pumpkin grows 
and changes. This is called a life cycle.

On the pumpkin seed page, ask children to give a thumbs 
up if they have scooped seeds out a pumpkin. This is 
making a self to text connection. Time permitting, allow 
one child to share their seed scooping experience. Hold the 
actual pumpkin up and explain, “There are seeds inside this 
pumpkin.”

On the page with the root picture, ask children to pretend 
their hands are pumpkin plant roots. Have them reach their 
hands down. Then have them pretend their hands are the 
stem and leaves. Have them reach their hands up to grow 
and dance towards the sky.

On the page with the bee, have children pretend that one 
hand is a blossom (open the hand like a flower) and one 
hand is a bee (close the bee as a fist). Have the bee hand 
buzz to the middle of the flower hand to gather the pollen.

On the page with the farmer sitting, have children pretend 
to hold a tiny pumpkin with their hands. Explain that the 
pumpkin will grow and grow and grow. Have the children 
expand their imaginary pumpkins until they are gigantic.

Ask children to re-tell the Pumpkin Circle story. “What 
happens first in the story of the pumpkin?” Write the word 
on the notecard and sketch a picture of that life cycle 
stage. Cards should include seeds, sprout, vines, blossom, 
pumpkin (small green), pumpkin (large orange).

Put the cards in a pocket chart for children to sequence 
during free choice time.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Cut the top off the pumpkin and scoop the seeds out. 
Wash the seeds and place them in a sandwich bag with a 
moistened paper towel. Place in a sunny area. Observe the 
seeds as they grow and change. 

Adapt:  
For a more challenging activity, staple computer paper 
together. Encourage children to create their own life 
cycle book with words and illustrations. They can use the 
sequencing cards as a resource for how to spell the words of 
each stage in the pumpkin life cycle.

Pumpkin Life Cycle

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Leafy Name Collage

Skills targeted: 
Letter recognition, name 
recognition, gross motor, fine motor

How to: 
Help children learn the letters in their name with this fun 
gross motor Leafy Name Collage.

The children will move around through the leaves to find the 
letters in their name then create a collage.

Write the letters of each child’s name on fake leaves with a 
marker.

Tell the children that they will find and collect leaves that 
have letters from their name on it.

Throw all the leaves into the air and the children are to 
move around the room collecting leaves.

The children should collect the correct leaves to spell their 
name. Provide them with a piece of paper. Use this to glue 
the leaves in order to create a one-of-a-kind Leafy Name 
Collage. If a child does not know how to spell his or her 
name, write the name on the piece of paper prior to gluing 
down the leaves.

Book based on: 
Leaf Man

Materials: 
• Fake Leaves
• Marker
• Construction Paper
• Glue

Modifications / extra ideas: 
This idea also works with the letters of the alphabet to 
reinforce alphabetical order. 

Adapt:  
For children working above grade level and may be reading, 
have children collect leaves that spell simple CVC words.

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Skills targeted: 
Visual discrimination

Book based on: 
The Little Red Hen

Materials: 
• Printable bingo game
• Paper or cardstock
• Laminating materials (optional)
• Small manipulatives (to use as 

markers)
• Scissors

How to: 
Children will benefit from this activity when they see simple 
words correlated with the picture. This will help them realize 
that print has meaning. This bingo activity is also helpful for 
encouraging sequencing, fine motor skills, as well as visual 
and short term memory. 

Print all cards and cut out. Optionally laminate the cards 
and bingo sheets to last longer.

The objective is to simply identify the fall images and match 
the pictures to each other. Children will mark them on their 
game boards with the manipulatives. The first child to get a 
complete row will say, “Bingo!” and be the winner.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Children can take turns reading or identifying the object on 
the card, or one person can be in charge of that area. 

Adapt:  
Instead of a ‘bingo’ being one single row it could be four 
corners, the outer edges, black out/full card, or any other 
combination that seems fun for preschoolers.

To increase difficulty even more, each child could have two 
bingo cards at one time.

Bingo Words

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Graphing Numbers

Skills targeted: 
Math (logic and sequencing)

How to: 
This Dice Graphing activity is tied to the classic children’s 
story of The Little Red Hen. It is a fantastic yet simple 
activity for introducing logic, sequencing, and graphing to 
children. There is also a benefit of fine motor practice when 
the child places the counter on the graph itself. 

Set Up:
Print the die and graph paper. Laminate the graph, so that it 
can be used multiple times.

Cut out the die. Fold the die template along the dotted lines 
and form into a cube. Use tape to hold it together.

Play:
Roll the die and put one game marker on the graph to show 
what was rolled. Continue until one of the columns reaches 
the top.

Because the die is so lightweight, it helps to give it a gentle 
toss up into the air to make it spin. This is often a source of 
much excitement with the children.

After one of the fall items has reached the top of the graph, 
have the child record the data in a notebook or on a piece 
of paper. Repeat the activity several times to compare and 
contrast the results.

When working with a preschooler, the adult can count the 
number of times each fall item was rolled. Then compare 
the numbers using the graph to show which numbers are 

Book based on: 
The Little Red Hen

Materials: 
• Printable
• Paper or cardstock
• Laminating materials (optional)
• Tape
• Scissors
• Small math counters such as 

foam blocks, gems, etc.

greater or less.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
If die is too light weight, another suggestion is to build a 
lightweight block using building bricks to fill the inside of the 
cube for easier rolling.

Adapt:  
For a more challenging approach, children could practice 
addition by selecting the results of two columns and adding 
them together. Or practice subtraction by subtracting a 
column with less rolls to find the difference.

After the graph is filled, the child could record the data on a 
separate paper. This could allow data to be reviewed after a 
few rounds. 

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Skills targeted: 
Math, fine motor

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day!

Materials: 
• Apple Seed Stamping Printable
• Black Paint
• Cotton Swab
• Apple
• Knife

How to: 
Math skills taught in preschool need to be practiced again 
and again for mastery. This lesson works on number 
recognition, one to one correspondence, and comparing 
groups of objects using the terms “more and less.”

An adult should cut the apple with a knife to reveal the 
seeds inside. This is best displayed by slicing the apple 
horizontally across the widest part of the middle instead of 
up and down vertically. Remove the seeds and count them 
with the children. Be sure to touch or move each seed while 
counting as this demonstrates one to one correspondence. 
Each number that is said represents one seed.

The Apple Seed Stamp & Count printable can be used either 
with one child at a time or in a small group of children. Print 
one sheet for each child with a few extra available in case of 
mistakes.

Point out the number next to each apple on the printable. 
Explain to the children that they are going to stamp the 
correct number of apple seeds on each apple.

Place a thin layer of black paint on a paint tray or paper 
plate. Provide each child with a cotton swab which will be 
used to stamp the paint on to the paper. Holding a small 
writing utensil, such as a cotton swab, strengthens fine 
motor muscles that preschoolers will use later for writing.

The amount of assistance and direction that each child 
may need to complete this math activity will vary. Some 

preschoolers may be capable of completing the paper 
almost independently once given instructions, and others 
will need help identifying each number, counting the seeds 
out loud as they stamp them onto that apple, and knowing 
when to stop when reaching the correct amount.

Once the seeds are stamped on to the paper, allow the 
paint to dry. Later, ask children to identify by pointing which 
apple has the most seeds. Which has the least? Point to two 
apples and ask the child to say which one has more or less.

Refer back to the real apple at the beginning of the lesson. 
How many seeds did that apple contain? Are there more 
or less seeds in the apples on the printable than in the real 
apple? Which had the most?

Papers can be displayed in a classroom or sent home with 
the children. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Children can paint with their fingertips instead of cotton 
swabs. 

Adapt:  
Children may benefit from small pencil marks on the apples 
if they need assistance completing the paper with the 
correct amounts. They can stamp the marks as they count. 

Seed Stamp & Count

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Writing Tray

Skills targeted: 
Pre-writing, fine motor

How to: 
Children will have fun learning the formation of letters and 
developing pre writing skills with this oatmeal writing tray. 
There is also a sensory aspect that can help keep child’s 
engagement and interest in the activity. 

Pour dry oatmeal into a tray until the entire bottom is 
covered when shaken to level it out. It may seem like a 
lot, but it is necessary to have the oatmeal deep enough. If 
there is not enough oatmeal the ‘writing’ will not show up 
properly.

Included with this activity is a printable set of cards. These 
cards contain letters and shapes that children can draw 
and write in the oatmeal. To use, easily cut and optionally 
laminate the printable cards. Present one at a time for the 
child to copy in the oatmeal by using a pointed finger. This 
can also be done individually by keeping cards in a stack 
next to the writing tray. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
In the case that oatmeal is not an option or is not prefered 
other ideas for writing tray fillers include:

Salt
Bird seed
Sand
Corn meal

Book based on: 
The Little Red Hen

Materials: 
• Tray or large shallow container
• Printable cards
• Oatmeal

The writing can be done with fingers but also can be done 
using a pencil or stick. This can help introduce or reiterate 
the correct way to hold a pencil as well as strengthen hand 
muscles. 

Adapt:  
For children who may need assistance, try holding the 
child’s hand to copy the patterns or letters that are on the 
cards. This could also be done by encouraging the child to 
copy the adult side by side, either in the same writing tray 
or a separate one.

For a more challenging activity, children could use the letter 
cards to write a sight word beginning with the letter on the 
letter card. If using shape cards, the child could use the 
shape on the picked card as a guide to create a different 
picture. For instance, a square could be a wrapped gift, a 
rectangle could be a car, or a triangle could be a piece of 
pizza. 

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Skills targeted: 
Color sorting, fine motor

Book based on: 
Why Do Leaves Change Color?

Materials: 
• Colored paper: brown, yellow, 

orange, red, others if desired
• Glue
• Leaf shaped paper punch is 

recommended

How to: 
Preparation: Use the leaf punch to make leaves from the 
red, yellow, and orange paper. Put all three colors of leaves 
in a tray or shallow dish. Cut three trees from the brown 
paper and glue them to the white paper.

When this project is finished, it can be used as a decoration 
in the classroom.

Invite a child to take one leaf from the tray. Together 
identify the color of the leaf. Ask the child to select a tree to 
decorate with that leaf. Allow the child to add the leaf to a 
tree.

Invite a second child to take a leaf from the tree, identify 
its color and add to a different tree. Allow a third child to do 
the same for remaining color.

Ask the children to work together to put all the leaves on 
the correct trees. As the children work, prompt them to 
name the colors of the leaves that they are adding to the 
trees.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Provide extra fine motor practice by allowing children to 
help prepare the leaves by using the hole punch to cut out 
leaves.

Give children only one color of leaves to work with at one 
time to strengthen their concept of that particular color.

Adapt:  
For a more challenging activity, present the three colors of 
leaves as before. Give each child a sheet of paper. Invite 
each child to make a pattern with their leaves. 

An AB pattern would be red, yellow, red, yellow and an ABC 
pattern would be red, yellow, orange, red, yellow, orange.

Tree Decorating

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Color Changing Leaves

Skills targeted: 
Science, vocabulary

How to: 
This science activity is a hands-on way for children to 
explore nature and to see the physical change that occurs 
when the weather changes. While children are learning 
and observing this change, this is a perfect opportunity for 
the adult to introduce them to two new vocabulary terms: 
chlorophyll and pigment.
One of the most exciting changes from winter to fall is when 
the leaves change color. The leaves “magically” seem to 
change from green to red with beautiful colors in between.

As the days get shorter and the temperatures begin to get 
cooler, the tree has to store energy to make it through the 
cold winter months. While the tree used to supply most 
of the energy to the leaves, it will drop the leaves to the 
ground and prepare for winter.

Chlorophyll is the chemical that gives the leaves their color. 
It uses the sunlight and water to make them green. There 
are other natural colors in the leaves too. Those colors are 
pigments, and they are red, purple, and orange.

To help children understand this, take a nature walk. 
Encourage them to point out and find all the different colors 
of leaves. Then collect the different colors that they see.

Notice that different types of trees change with different 
colors. Some trees have hues of purple and other have 
bright greens and yellows. Try and find a tree with three 
or more colors. Look for old leaves that have fallen on the 
ground the previous day or two. Then pick a leaf or two 

Book based on: 
Why Do Leaves Change Color?

Materials: 
• Leaves of various colors

from the tree.

Once the children have collected three or more colors from 
one tree, ask them what color the tree started as. Then see 
if they know which color came next. Once they have figured 
out which sequence the colors came, line the leaves up to 
match.

The children are able to now see the sequence of how a 
tree’s leave change from color to color. Encourage them 
to find colors that are a mix of colors as well which were a 
transition from one color to the next.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Leaf rubbings — Have the children bring some leaves back 
for a leaf rubbing. Take off a crayon wrapper and place a 
paper on top of a leaf. Let the children color on top of the 
leaf and see the veins and lines of the leaf.

Leaf hunt – Find leaves that are crunchy or soft. Children 
can look for leaves that are rounded or pointy. Have children 
look for leaves that are different sizes. Find a leaf that is 
hidden behind a rock or lying against a tree.

Sticky wall – Use the leaves to hang around walls or 
windows. They can put leaves on contact paper and observe 
them through a window.

The adult can provide a piece of construction paper and 
tape or glue and have the children put them on.

Licensed to: [Francesca Brown - admin@blossomdayhomes.com] - PreschoolUnitLessonPlans.com
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Skills targeted: 
Fine motor, sensory, science

Book based on: 
The Little Red Hen

Materials: 
For each batch of 6 rolls
Ingredients:
• 1 Cup warm water
• 2 Tbsp. yeast (1 package)
• 4 Tbsp honey
• 1 2/3 Cup bread flour
• Pinch of salt
• 1 Heaped cup whole wheat flour
Tools needed:
• Mixing bowl and spoon
• Wet and dry measuring cups
• Tablespoon measure
• Clean surface for kneading
• Cupcake cups
• Oven (toaster oven)

How to: 
There’s no better way to appreciate The Little Red Hen 
than to make some bread! Measuring the ingredients builds 
number awareness. Kneading the dough is a great fine 
motor activity. Watching the yeast cause the bread to rise 
is a fun science activity. And finally, eating the bread is a 
wonderful sensory experience.

Do Part 1 of this recipe early in the day. Use Part 2 as 
a morning activity. Part 3 is optional. If children usually 
nap, do Part 3 for them and bake the bread while they are 
sleeping. Part 4 is a perfect late afternoon snack!

Part 1
Mix the ingredients as a group. Allow children to take turns 
pouring ingredients into the bowl.

1. Pour 1 cup warm water, 2 Tbsp. of yeast, and 2 Tbsp of 
honey into a bowl. Point out the numbers as you measure.
2.   Mix.
3. Let sit for 30 minutes. The mixture should expand and 
look bubbly.

Explain that the yeast will eat the honey and give off gas to 
make the dough puffy.

Part 2
1. Give each child their own work space with about 1/3 cup 
of flour.
2. Scoop ½ cup of the batter onto each child’s pile of flour.
3. Instruct children to knead the dough. They should work 

the flour into the dough until the dough begins to pull off 
the work surface. It will still be sticky though. Add more 
flour as needed
4. Place the dough balls in a greased bowl and let rise until 
double, about an hour depending on weather conditions.

Talk about how hard the children are working to make their 
bread. Ask what they think the yeast will do to the bread 
when left it in the greased bowl.

Part 3
1. Ask children to roll their dough into a ball and place in 
muffin cups.
2. Let dough rise until over the lip of the cup which takes 
about 30 minutes.
3. Bake in preheated oven at 350° F (177C) for 15-20 
minutes.

Part 4
After the bread is cool, eat it with butter!

Ask the children whether they think that the little red hen 
was wise to only feed herself and her children with her hard 
work in making the bread.

Credit: This recipe is a modified version of a recipe by Nita 
Crabb.

Making Bread
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Apple Boats

Skills targeted: 
Science, STEM, fine motor

How to: 
Apple boats are a fun activity for children that combine 
simple science with sensory play. These easy boats teach 
children about buoyancy and density in a hands-on way. 
Plus, they can experiment with weight and size while 
playing in water, which all children love!

Start this activity by asking the children what they think 
will happen if they put an apple in water? Will it float? Will 
it sink? Hand the children an apple and let them touch and 
explore it before they make their guess on whether it will 
sink or float. The adult can record the children’s predictions. 
Next, have the children put their apples into the dish of 
water and see what happens. It floats! An apple is buoyant.

Have an adult cut the apple in half. Let children touch and 
feel the inside of the apple. Discuss with the children why 
the apple floats. Explain to them that the apple has air 
inside of it and that air helps keep it from sinking. The air 
pockets in an apple allow for the apple to have an overall 
density less than that of water. This means that the apple 
will float.

Now that the children know the apple will float, it’s time to 
turn it into a boat! Give the children scissors, construction 
paper, and toothpicks to create sails with. Have them cut 
their sails from the construction paper. Basic shapes like 
squares and triangles make perfect sails. To secure your 
sail to the toothpick simply pinch the two ends together and 
press your toothpick through the paper. Pull the ends apart 
and straighten your sail out on the toothpick. Pierce the 

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day! 

Materials: 
• Apple
• Knife
• Dish with water
• Toothpick
• Construction paper

bottom of the toothpick into the apple, cut side up, and the 
boat is ready to hit the water!

Let the children place their apple boats in a dish of water 
and play with them. Talk with the children about how the 
size and shape of the apple affect the stability of their boat. 
Try blowing the boat around the dish or adding weight for 
more fun experiments with these apple boats.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Use felt, foam, or cardstock for the sails.
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Skills targeted: 
Art, fine motor, science

Book based on: 
The Little Red Hen

Materials: 
• Construction paper
• Washable paint
• Plastic forks

How to: 
Move beyond the paintbrush and introduce children to a new 
way of creating with this fun, open-ended art project.

Making a chicken scratch painting with a fork not only 
allows the children to work on their fine motor skills but 
also gives them the opportunity to explore new techniques 
and textures with their art -- all while encouraging them to 
make a scientific connection between their project and the 
story of The Little Red Hen.

There is no right or wrong way to complete this painting 
as it is more about the process than the finished product. 
To get the children started, simply set out various colors 
of washable paint, some plastic forks, and sheets of 
construction paper.

Explain to the children that chickens, like the hen in the 
story, often scratch the ground when they are looking for 
insects or worms for food, and this will leave scratch marks 
in the dirt. This is what they will be mimicking  with their 
paintings.

The adult in the group should show the children that when 
pressed into the paint and then onto the paper, the plastic 
forks will give them the same marks as those made by a 
chicken while scratching the ground.
Next, give each child the opportunity to create their own 
chicken scratch painting. Multiple colors of paint should be 
set out as this will allow the children to explore using and 
mixing various colors together to create their paintings. 

This process based project has no set finished product or 
timeframe. It should instead allow each child the time and 
space to explore this new technique.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Have the children experiment with different painting 
tools and objects to see if they can create similar chicken 
scratches. Items like yarn, plastic knives, and marbles or 
other small balls rolled through paint will create a similar 
effect.

Chicken Scratch Painting
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Apple Prints

Skills targeted: 
Art, fine motor, science

How to: 
Apple prints are a perfect fall art activity for children. This 
is one of those classic fall activities because children love 
painting with apples. They are so easy to do and can be 
adapted for a wide variety of ages. Both younger and older 
children love this activity. Plus, they make a beautiful fall 
picture the children can display at home or in the classroom.

Gather your supplies and begin by putting a dollop of red 
paint on a paper plate. Next, the adult should cut the apples 
in half lengthwise. When cutting make sure that the apple is 
cut as straight and flat as possible. If they are not flat, the 
paint will not show up on the paper in certain areas when 
pressed to the paper.

Show the children how to press the apple into the paint and 
then onto their paper. Give each child a half of apple and 
let them start making prints. When they are done making 
their apple prints, give children a pair of scissors, green 
construction paper, and glue. From the green construction 
paper, cut small leaves. Glue leaves onto the apple prints 
and you have a fun apple art project to display.

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day! 

Materials: 
• Apples (cut in half)
• Paper plate
• Red paint
• Green construction paper
• Scissors
• Glue

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Add a craft stick to the apple to act as a handle. Simply 
press on end of a craft stick firmly into the outside of the 
apple. Use the portion sticking out as a handle to easily pick 
up and stamp with the apple. It’s great for younger kids.

Discuss different types of apples with the children. What 
colors are apples? Give them green and yellow paint to 
make apple prints with too. What happens if they mix the 
colors? Can they make patterns with the colors? 

Adapt:  
Have an adult create labels with different parts of the apple 
on them. Have children add labels to apple prints when dry 
to learn about parts of an apple. 
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Skills targeted: 
Art, science

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day! 

Materials: 
• Apples
• Paper plate
• Red paint
• Paint brush
• Brown construction paper
• Green construction paper
• Scissors
• Glue
• Apple seeds
• Black marker
• Parts of an apple labels

How to: 
Before creating the project, children will observe and 
explore both the inside and outside of an apple. Then, they 
will talk about the different parts and how an apple grows. 
Integrating science and art is a hands-on way for children 
to deepen their understanding of the parts of an apple. 
Painting, cutting, and gluing will help children to develop 
control of the small muscles in their hands, hand-eye 
coordination, and fine motor skills.

To begin the project, children will paint the back of a paper 
plate with red paint for the skin of the apple.
After the paint dries, they will cut a small rectangle out of 
the brown construction paper and glue it onto the top of the 
paper plate for the apple’s stem.They will then cut a leaf out 
of the green construction paper and glue it onto the stem.

After the outside of the apple is complete, children will flip 
the paper plate over to the other side which will be the 
inside of the apple. They will paint the rim of the paper plate 
red for the skin and glue the apple seeds onto the center of 
the paper plate. Instead of using apple seeds, children can 
also cut small circles out of brown construction paper and 
glue them onto the plate.They can also draw lines down the 
center of the paper plate to show the core of the apple.

To complete their apple, the children will cut the Parts of an 
Apple labels a part and glue them onto the paper plate to 
name each part.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Children can also observe and explore the parts of other 
fruits such as a peach or pumpkin. They can compare and 
contrast the parts and create similar projects. 

Adapt:  
For children who haven’t developed their fine motor skills or 
hand muscle strength yet, pre-cut the stem, leaf, and labels 
or use hand-over-hand to help the children cut.

Parts of an Apple Craft
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Leaf Portrait

Skills targeted: 
Social studies, fine motor

How to: 
Explore the colors of autumn and the shapes of various 
types of leaves with this fun fall craft. Putting together a 
Leaf Man inspired self-portrait allows children to work on 
their fine motor and scissor skills while giving them the 
chance to sharpen their observation skills.

To prepare for the activity, give the child, or each child 
within a group, a brown paper sack or other small bag and 
head outside on a leaf hunting nature walk. Instruct the 
children to find leaves of all shapes, sizes, and colors that 
have fallen from the trees.

Once the children have filled their sacks with leaves, give 
each child a sheet of construction paper and explain that 
they will be creating a self-portrait, a picture of themselves, 
using the leaves they collected.
Either give each child a small mirror or have them take 
turns looking at their own reflections in a mirror while the 
adult in the group helps them observe and point out the 
various characteristics that make each of them unique (i.e. 
short or long hair, freckles, curls, etc.)

Next, give each child access to scissors, glue, and crayons 
and explain to them that they can cut or tear their leaves 
to create different facial features or glue multiple leaves 
together to make their portrait. As they glue their mosaic 
portraits to their sheets of construction paper, encourage 
them to use leaves of different shapes and colors and even 
crayons to add as many details as they like until they’re 
happy with the representations they’ve made of themselves.

Book based on: 
Leaf Man

Materials: 
• Paper sack
• Construction paper
• Scissors
• Glue 
• Crayons

After all of the children have finished, the adult can 
showcase each of the portraits while pointing out that while 
the pictures may be similar and all made with the same 
materials, like the children in the group, each is unique in 
its own way. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Modifications: If completing this project with a single child, 
have them point out the similarities and differences in 
characteristics and details that they see between their leaf 
portrait and the reflection they see of themselves in the 
mirror.
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Skills targeted: 
Fine motor, math

Book based on: 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a 
Garden

Materials: 
• Pom poms
• Tongs and/or tweezers
• Small plastic pumpkins
• Individual numeric numbers

How to: 
This pom pom fine motor activity uses tongs and tweezers 
for transferring because they exercise the small muscles in 
the hand that are needed for writing. This is an independent 
table activity, but several trays can be set up at the same 
time for multiple children, if desired.

For younger children who are not yet using scissors, start 
with tongs so that their entire hand can be used. From 
there, move onto bug tongs because they have to use both 
sides of their hand, just like when using scissors and writing 
tools. The next step is using tweezers, which are pinching 
tools.

The first time this activity is introduced, do not use the 
small pumpkins. Simply place the pom poms on a tray and 
invite the child to pick them up using the tongs or tweezers, 
then dropping them back into the tray. This gives the child 
time to practice on the motion of using the tool.

The second time introduce just one of the small pumpkins. 
Demonstrate how to pick up one pom pom with the tool and 
drop it into the pumpkin.

Once the child has mastered those two steps, the math 
activity can begin. Place as many small pumpkins on the 
tray as the child can count. Count the pumpkins with the 
child. Then, place the numbers in front of the pumpkins. If 
3 pumpkins are on the tray, place a number 1 in front of 
the first pumpkin, a 2 in front of the second pumpkin, and 
a 3 in front of the third pumpkin. Have the child place 1 

pom pom in front of the number 1, 2 pom poms in front of 
the number 2, and 3 pom poms in front of the number 3. 
Using the tongs or tweezers, move the pom poms into the 
pumpkins.

As the child develops stronger counting skills, more 
pumpkins can be used. Always place the numbers in front 
of the pumpkins, going left to right, starting with the lowest 
number and ending with the highest number.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Once the child feels comfortable counting and transferring 
pom poms into 10 pumpkins, mix things up. Reposition 
the numbers so they are not in numerical order. Leave one 
number out and see if the child can figure out which one it 
is.

Pumpkin Transferring
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Apple Seeds Tray

Skills targeted: 
Fine motor, math 

How to: 
Children will work on squeezing and pinching kid-safe 
tweezers in this delicious apple seed fine motor tray.At the 
same time they will be working on counting and one-to-one 
correspondence.

First the adult pours applesauce into the deep tray to create 
a thin layer. Next, the adult will add several dried black 
beans into the applesauce. These are the apple “seeds.”

Provide the children with tongs or kid-safe tweezers.
Encourage the children to take out all the apple “seeds” with 
their tweezers and transfer them to an empty cup. Have 
children continue until all the apple seeds are taken out of 
the applesauce.

As the children are taking out the apple “seeds,” encourage 
them to practice counting.

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day

Materials: 
• Deep tray
• Applesauce
• Tongs and/or tweezers
• Dried black beans
• Empty cup

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Have the children continue working on fine motor skills by 
making lines and/or letters in the applesauce.

If you would rather not use applesauce, re-create this fine 
motor activity using an apple cut from construction paper or 
felt.

Adapt:  
For children that cannot handle tweezers yet, provide a 
spoon or invite them to use their fingers.

For other children, this may provide an opportunity to 
work on addition and subtraction by providing simple word 
problems.
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Skills targeted: 
Fine motor, math, letter recognition

Book based on: 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a 
Garden

Materials: 
• Shallow container / sensory bin
• Orange foam
• Pumpkin template
• Shredded brown paper
• Tweezers
• Sharpie
• Scissors

How to: 
The benefits of this activity start with children helping you 
set it up. Ripping the paper can be beneficial to children 
because it helps develop fine motor skills and pencil grip 
muscles. These are also developed when the child uses 
tweezers in the activity. The activity can help children enjoy 
learning to identify letters and numbers. 

Simply cut out a few pumpkin shapes from the craft foam. 
This can be easily done by using the included template. 
Next, write letters or numbers on the foam pumpkins.

Place the shredded brown paper into the shallow container 
and add in the foam pumpkins. Mix the foam pumpkins in 
with the shredded brown paper well.

Supply the children with tweezers to fish out one pumpkin 
at a time. The use of tweezers is excellent for strengthening 
hand muscles.

This activity is perfect to encourage matching. Children can 
match uppercase ABC to lowercase abc or counting numbers 
matched to dots. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Use whole sheet of brown paper and have the children tear 
it up into little pieces for extra fine motor practice.

Use a whole sheet of brown paper and have children use 
scissors to cut strips for extra scissor practice.

Other than matching, this activity can be excellent for 
sorting the numbers in the correct numerical line, putting 
letters in alphabetical order or putting shapes in size order 
(small to large or large to small). 

Adapt:  
Instead of using tweezers, large tongs or hands could be 
used. This activity would be perfect for children who are 
learning or need more practice of shapes. Instead of writing 
numbers or letters on the pumpkins, do sets of shapes and 
children can match each shape with it’s pair.

For a more challenging activity, the pumpkins could have a 
variety of objects written on them. One sensory bin could 
include all numbers, letters and shapes.

Another more challenging idea would be to write numerical 
numbers as well as number words and children can match 
the corresponding numbers and words together. ie : 1 & 
one, 2 & two, etc. This would also be a great activity to 
challenge children to practice mathematical equations. The 
equation being on one pumpkin, while the answer is on a 
number. Not only will the child have to find the match but 
solve the equation as well.

On that same note, sight words could be used. Either 
matching one sight word to it’s exact copy, using rhyming 
words as matches, or matching sight words with it’s 
beginning letter. 

Pumpkin Harvest
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Applesauce Oobleck

Skills targeted: 
Sensory, fine motor, math, science

How to: 
Applesauce oobleck is a unique sensory recipe that smells 
great and is taste-safe. It may sometimes be called ooze, 
oobleck, or gak but this recipe creates a suspension or a 
non-Newtonian liquid with unique properties that fascinate 
children and adults alike.

The sensory play experience is beneficial to preschoolers. 
With the addition of tools, children can practice drawing and 
writing in the oobleck as if it were a writing tray. But it’s not 
long before the liquid that is separated oozes back together 
to its original form. How fun!

An adult may want to write this recipe out for the children 
to help model reading prior to mixing. Combine one part 
applesauce to two parts cornstarch. The flexibility of this 
recipe allows for any amount of the applesauce oobleck 
to be created depending on the amounts of ingredients 
available. For example, ¼ cup of applesauce to ½ cup of 
cornstarch may be a great start but it is easy to double or 
triple the recipe for a larger group of children to explore.

Invite children to take turns dumping the ingredients into 
the bowl and stirring the applesauce and the cornstarch 
together. This gives children ownership over their recipe as 
well as provides a bit of math in measuring and fine motor 
work through scooping, pouring, dumping, and mixing. 
The recipe is complete when no more powder cornstarch is 
visible.

Book based on: 
Apple Picking Day!

Materials: 
• Applesauce
• Cornstarch
• Cinnamon
• Bowl
• Measuring cups
• Spoon
• Sensory bin and objects to 

include for sensory play

Dump the applesauce oobleck onto a work surface such 
as a tray or into a sensory bin. Sprinkle cinnamon on top 
for a festive apple theme feel! Provide a variety of tools 
to explore this sensory material. Cinnamon sticks as 
writing tools and potato mashers are big favorites with 
preschoolers!

As children begin to explore the applesauce oobleck, 
they will notice that they can pick it up in chunks that 
then drip from their hands. It is a gooey liquid until it 
is met with pressure (from a tool or hands) and then it 
instantly becomes solid and firm. Be sure to discuss these 
characteristics of the oobleck to practice oral language and 
vocabulary development with the children. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Instead of applesauce, you could create the oobleck using 
the traditional recipe that uses water instead. The addition 
of cinnamon would still provide an apple inspired sensory 
recipe to explore!

Adapt:  
Advanced learners can help read the recipe and measure 
the ingredients into the bowl.

Children with sensory aversions can be invited to explore 
the material with tools instead of their hands or they may 
be most comfortable observing. 
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Skills targeted: 
Gross motor

Book based on: 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a 
Garden

Materials: 
• Orange stepping domes (or 

orange paper plates) 
• Green masking tape or any 

other green tape

How to: 
Children will work on coordination and gross motor skills 
while playing this game that goes along with the book 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a Garden. 

Gather several orange stepping domes and add a piece of 
green masking tape to the top of each one to replicate a 
green stem on a pumpkin. (Feel free to use orange paper 
plates as a replacement for the stepping domes.)

Lay out the domes or paper plates in a straight line on the 
floor. Test out that the domes/plates will stay put and not 
slide under children’s feet when hopped on. (This activity 
works well on asphalt, dry grass, or carpet. Hardwood floors 
may cause a safety concern due to slipping plates/domes.)

Once the path is laid out, invite children to see what you’ve 
created. Let them know that they’ll be taking turns to 
complete the path by hopping on each “pumpkin” from the 
start of the line to the end of the line. The goal is to keep 
both feet on the pumpkin at all times!

Once the children have hopped along a straight path, try 
making curved and zigzag paths as well. Give children 
a chance to make their own paths for a “challenge the 
teacher” activity!

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Instead of hopping on each pumpkin, have children hop 
over each pumpkin. Encourage them to count each hop as 
they go! 

Pumpkin Hop
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Paint to the Sounds of Fall

Skills targeted: 
Art

How to: 
Children will love to get creative and practice pre-writing 
skills with this process fall art activity!

On an easel, set up paper, paint, and pantbrushes for the 
number of children you’ll have working on this activity 
(if you are working in a classroom setting, you may opt 
to turn this activity into a quiet time center that one or 
two students may visit at a time). Turn on the “Sounds of 
Autumn” soundtrack and allow invite your child to sit at the 
easel and listen to the different sounds of Autumn while 
they free paint.

Encourage the children to paint what they feel while 
listening to the gentle sounds of Autumn. Do the sounds 
make them want to paint quickly or slowly? Paint long 
strokes or short? Mix colors or keep them separate? Connect 
this activity to the book Leaf Man by asking asking students 
what colors the leaf may have seen as he was carried across 
the land by the wind.

Remind children that there are no right or wrong ways to 
paint their pictures. The goal is to listen to the sounds of 
autumn and let that guide their movements.

When paintings have dried, offer children a chance to share 
their art with the other children. Then, display their artwork 
on a wall and encourage further appreciation and discussion 
by visiting the display and making observations about their 
art.

Book based on: 
Leaf Man

Materials: 
• Fall colored washable paints 

(red, orange, yellow, brown)
• Paintbrushes
• CD player
• “Sounds of Nature- Autumn 

Forest” CD from Amazon 
(alternative- find sounds of 
autumn playlists on YouTube 
and play it from a computer)

“I see two paintings that used lots of red!”

“Do you see any paintings that has lots of yellow?”

“These paintings use lots of different splashes of color- they 
make me think of big leaf piles!”

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Allow children to paint with different tools, such as sponges 
or foil, to create different effects. Discuss how the mood of 
the paintings change depending on the tools used. 
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Skills targeted: 
Circle time, music, gross motor

Book based on: 
Pumpkin Circle: The Story of a 
Garden

Materials: 
• A small pumpkin or a decorative 

pumpkin
• A song to play or sing

How to: 
“Pass the pumpkin” helps children learn to follow directions, 
cooperate with another, and practice their gross motor 
skills. There is no winner or loser, but there is a lot of fun.

Gather a child or a group of children for this musical circle 
time game. Have them sit in a circle. To easily accomplish 
this, start off by asking the children to hold hands. Walk 
backwards until a circle is formed. This game can be played 
standing up or sitting down.

Explain to the children that this is a game about listening. 
Tell them that the music is going to play, and they will pass 
the pumpkin to one another. Decide which direction to pass 
the pumpkin by asking a child or taking a vote. This is a 
great way to introduce them to the concepts of right and 
left.

The adult or a helper will be in charge of the music. Play 
or sing a song for varied amounts of time, then pause the 
music.

This inviting game starts when the music begins to play. 
Choose a child to hold the pumpkin first. Remind them 
to wait until the music has started to begin passing the 
pumpkin. Once the music starts, that is the signal to hand 
over the pumpkin in the correct direction.

Many young children will not know right from left so be sure 
to clarify direction. To do this with several children at once, 
have all of the children hold up the correct hand so that 

they remember which way to pass the pumpkin.

Explain to the children that the pumpkin has to keep moving 
if the music is playing. The pumpkin doesn’t “wait” or stay 
in anyone’s hands.

The game gets extra exciting once the music stops. Tell the 
children that they need to listen closely so that they will 
know when it’s time to stop passing the pumpkin. Once the 
music is no longer playing, everyone needs to “freeze.”

At that point encourage the children to look around and 
name the person who is holding the pumpkin. This is a 
cooperative game so there is no winner or loser. Simply say, 
“_________ (child’s name) has the pumpkin now. Let’s see 
who will get it next time.”

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Play the game at different speeds. Find a song that is slower 
and tell the children to slowly pass the pumpkin. Then play 
a quick song and ask the children to see how quickly they 
can pass the pumpkin around the circle.

Change the game around so that the children toss the 
pumpkin and try to keep it from falling to the floor. When it 
falls start the game over.

If there is only one adult and one child, sit face to face and 
play by passing the pumpkin back and forth.

Pass the Pumpkin
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Sorting & Graphing Leaves

Skills targeted: 
Circle time, math 

How to: 
Start this activity by reading, Why Do Leaves Change Color? 
Note the variety of colors leaves turn during the fall. Invite 
the children to go on a leaf hunt! 

Give each child a baggie to hold their findings during the 
walk. As the children are picking up leaves, try to figure 
out what trees they came from. Are their still other leaves 
attached to those trees? When do you think they will fall? 
When returning from the walk, collect all of the leaf bags 
and empty them onto a tray to observe. Add magnifying 
glasses to the science table for further exploration.

At the next circle time, remind the children of the different 
color leaves they collected. Place the tray of leaves in the 
middle of the circle, as well as the sheets of red, brown, 
yellow and green construction paper. Place the leaf cards on 
the matching paper. Explain to the children that they will be 
sorting the leaves by red, brown, yellow and green. If they 
have a leaf with multiple colors, they can decide what the 
dominant color is and add it to that color’s collection.

Call each child, one at a time, to pick out a leaf or two. 
Take a few moments to discuss their shapes and sizes. 
Compare leaves. Recall the book that was read earlier, Why 
Do Leaves Change Color? Go around the circle and invite 
the children, one at a time, to place their leaves on the 
matching colored piece of construction paper. What color 
has the most leaves and what color has the least? Count 
how many leaves are on each piece of colored construction 
paper and write the total at the bottom of the paper. Again, 

Book based on: 
Why Do Leaves Change Color?

Materials: 
• A collection of fall leaves, leaf 

color sorting cards printable, 
large sheets of construction 
paper in red, brown, yellow and 
green.

ask what color has the most leaves and what color has the 
least.

Lastly, take the construction paper and the leaves to the art 
table. Have the children glue their leaves on the matching 
colored paper. Review which color has the most leaves and 
which one has the least. Allow the glue to dry thoroughly. 
Hang each sheet of paper (with leaves attached) on the 
wall, preferably near or in your circle area. While reading 
other fall books, the children can refer to the leaves hanging 
on the wall.

Modifications / extra ideas: 
Place some of the leaves under a piece of paper and make 
crayon rubbings. For additional fine motor practice, punch 
holes in leaves and string with yarn. As the leaves dry, 
crunch them in a big tub for a hands-on sensory experience. 
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Skills targeted: 
Circle time, literacy

Book based on: 
Why Do Leaves Change Color?

Materials: 
• Brown butcher paper
• Scissors
• Tape or stapler
• Red, orange, and yellow 

construction paper
• Black marker

How to: 
The repetition of the rhyme will help children learn how 
language works and help them improve their memory.

To prepare the tree, cut a large rectangle out of the brown 
butcher paper for the tree trunk. Tape or staple the tree 
trunk to the wall, bulletin board, or chalkboard. Then, cut 
the butcher paper into strips and twist them to create the 
tree’s branches. Tape or staple the branches onto the tree 
trunk.

Cut the fall leaves out of the red, orange, and yellow 
construction paper. Write a letter of the alphabet on each 
leaf. To easily differentiate this activity, use a combination of 
capital and lowercase letters. Then, tape the leaves around 
the tree and throughout the room.

After reading the book Why Do Leaves Change Color? by 
Betsy Maestro, talk about fall and why the leaves change 
color. Show the children the red, orange, and yellow leaves 
around the room and teach the children the rhyme:

“Red leaf, orange leaf, yellow leaf,
Falling off the big brown tree
_________ (child’s name) picks a leaf.
What letter do you see?”

One at a time, the children will select a leaf and state the 
name of the letter that is written on it as the other children 
say the rhyme. They will continue to play the game until 
everyone has picked at least one leaf.

After the children feel confident playing the game, the adult 
can select a letter for each child to find. The children can 
also find the matching capital and lowercase letters. 

Modifications / extra ideas: 
For children who already know the names of the letters 
work on letter sounds. Alternatively, find all of the letters to 
spell names or simple words. 

Adapt:  
For children who are just learning to recognize letters, 
select five leaves at a time until mastery.After that add in 
five more leaves until the children can name all letters. 

ABC Fall Leaf Game
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